
ASSURE PLUS
STERILIZATION POUCHES
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Assure Plus is a sterilization pouch with a built in
peel-off internal indicator, as recommended by the
CDC. The unique peel-off indicator confirms heat
penetration inside the pouch. There is no need to
purchase secondary indicator strips. 

200/Box
9540203  2 1⁄4" x 4" [83001]
9540206  2 3⁄4" x 10" [83003]
9540200  3⁄4" x 6 1⁄2" [83000]
9540208  3 1⁄2" x 10" [83005]
9540210   5  1⁄2" x 11" [83010]
9540204  7" x 13" [83015]
9540202  10" x 15" [83020]

DEFEND+PLUS POUCHES
MYDENT

DEFEND+PLUS
pouches are
constructed with a
built-in, lead-free
Internal Indicator. The Internal Indicator ensures
the correct sterilization temperature is reached
where you really need it. This eliminates the need
for an internal indicator strip inside the pouch with
your instruments. In addition, the external
indicator will still change color when the optimal
temperature is reached. 

200/Box
9510100   2.25" x 4" [SP-0150] 
9510101    2.25" x 2.75" [SP-0250] 
9510102   2" x 7.75" [SP-0350] 
9510103   2.75" x 10" [SP-0550] 
9510106   3.5" x 10" [SP-2500] 
9510104   3.5" x 5.25” [SP-1500] 
9510107   5.25" x 10" [SP-3500] 
9510108   7.5" x 13" [SP-4500] 
9510109   9" x 15" [SP-5500] 
9510111     13" x 20" [SP-8000] 

1000/Box
9510105   3.5" x 10" [SP-2150]

AUTOCLAVE ENVELOPES
TIDI PRODUCTS

All Tidi autoclave
envelopes are self-
sealing and have
external color
indicators for peace of mind. A poly layer is
sandwiched between two layers of tissue. The
envelopes, contain latex in the adhesive strip. 

Blue, 1000/Box
9907686  2 1⁄2" x 8 1⁄4" [5543]
9907687  3 1⁄2" x 9 3⁄4" [5544]

Infection Control Sterilization Bags & Pouches
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BAGETTE SELF-SEALING
HU-FRIEDY

Bagette Self-
Sealing
Sterilization
Pouches are
constructed of
high quality
materials and thick
seals to help prevent instrument and cassette tear
through. They have been specifically designed to
fit Hu-Friedy IMS Signature Series cassettes.
Constructed with durable materials and thick seals.
The unique design optimizes the cassette fit,
reducing bulky storage while simplifying packing
time. Built-in external and internal quality control
indicators relay accurate time and temperature
verification. 

200/Box
8431690  2¼" x 4" [IMS-1346]
8431691   2¾" x 9" [IMS-1347]
8431426   3½" x 9" [IMS-1236]
8431692   5¼" x 10" [IMS-1348]

100/Box
8431427   7½" x 13" [IMS-1237]
8431422   10" x 14" [IMS-1238]
8431428   12" x 17" [IMS-1239]
8431693   13" x 20" [IMS-1345]

DUO-CHECK POUCHES
CROSSTEX

Duo-Check offers
extra wide protection
against instrument
breaching. The wet
strength treated,
virgin medical grade
paper meets or
exceeds medical
pouch standards. The
pouches easily and
securely seal
providing a reliable seal until the pouch is opened.
The internal and external indicators change color
with sterilization heat. 

DRY HEAT BAGS
STERI-DENT

Steri-Dent's Dry Heat
Sterilization bags measure
2.5" x 1.5" x 10.5". The bags
are self- sealing. 

250/Box
9518595   [400597]

100/Box
3414010   12" x 18" [SCL1218]  
3416820   10" x 15" [SCL1015]  

200/Box
3414000  3 1/2” x 9" [SCS]        
3414001   5 1/4" x 10" [SCM]     
3414002  3 1/2" x 5 1/4" [SCXS]  
3414003  2 3/4" x 9" [SCX]       
3414004  3 1/2"" x8" [SCS5]     
3414005  2" x 8" [SCZ]           
3414008  2 1/4" x 4" [SCXX]     
3414060  3 1/2" x 9", Pink [SCSPP]
3414062  5 1/4" x 10", Pink [SCMPP]
3416816   4 1/2" x 11" [SCB1X]   

500/Box
3414006  3 1/2" x 9" [SCS5]      

O.K. STERILIZER BAGS
PROPPER 

These all-paper
gusseted sterilization
packaging bags with
pre-printed indicators
used for rigid
containers. The exterior of
each bag carries a pre-printed process
indicator to allow easy identification of packs that
have been subjected to the steam sterilization
process. Medical grade paper and seals maintain
the bags integrity even in the case of wet steam.
The vertical seam is double bonded for security
and there are designated areas to log the date, the
operators' initials, and the contents. Designed to
be closed by folding over the top edge a number
of times and then sealing this with autoclave tape. 

1000/Box
3230872   2 1⁄2"" x 1  1⁄2"” x 8" [021002] 
3230874   2 1⁄2"" x 1  1⁄2"" x 10" [021003] 

PEELVUE+ STERILIZATION
POUCHES
KERR TOTALCARE

PeelVue+ Sterilization Pouches are the original
sterilization pouch that has an internal processing
indicator (in addition to an external indicator) built
into the pouch. The internal indicator ensures that
proper sterilizing conditions have been met inside
the pouch. PeelVue+ Pouches are safe for the
auxiliary because there is no need to place a
separate internal indicator into each pouch. Each
PeelVue+ Pouch is constructed from medical grade
paper and non-toxic inks. 

100% price transparency • visit darby.com or download our app to access your current pricing and start saving today!
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